FOREST SUCCESSION
The study of a woods in New Jersey has yielded a predictive model
for the succession of trees in a mixed forest. Two basic factors
are the moisture in the soil and the geometry of leaf arrangement
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A 500-acre woods in Princeton, N.J.,

the trees to answer these questions be

owned by the Institute for Advanced

cause trees that have rotted away may
be well represented by their offspring.

questions can be explored with a modest
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of my own work is done with a pencil, a
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files of the various species in each stand
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FOREST STANDS in the 500·acre woods of the Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton,
NJ., are identified by the dominant species of trees in each stand. The dominant species in
the six stands on the opposite page, photographed with a "fish-eye" lens, are bigtooth aspen

(top left), black gum (middle left), oak-hickory-tulip (bottom left), gray birch (top right),
sweet gum (middle right) and beech (boltom right). The three stands at the left are on
well-drained soils; the three at the right are on wetter soils. Note that the stands on the wet·
ter soils have a greater number of canopy trees than those on the drier soils. Grapevines fes·
toon the middle story of the bigtooth aspen stand. Gray birch stand has been invaded by the

for it to be observed directly. Ideally

thorny vine greenbriar. Sweet gum has crowded out gray birch, which lies on forest floor. Oak,

one would like to find several plots of

hickory and tulip are about equally abundant in their stand, which has understory of dogwood.
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mal leaf arrangement for intercepting
and utilizing light most efficiently de
pends on the amount of light that is
available to the tree. Leaves are able to
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conduct photosynthesis at about 90 per
cent of their maximal rate with as little

GRAY BIRCH

SG

SWEET GUM

HICKORY

TU

TULIP

RM

RED MAPLE

WA

WHITE ASH

timal tree should intercept all the avail

RO

RED OAK

WO

WHITE OAK

able light at its highest intensity. That

DIAGRAMMATIC STRUCTURES of a gray birch forest (top) and a red maple forest (bot.

leaves in a shell around the tree. In a

BC

BLACK CHERRY

BE

BEECH

BG

BLACK GUM

GB

FLOWERING DOGWOOD

HI

as 25 percent of full sunlight. At lower
levels of incident light, however, an op

is achieved by having a single layer of
tom) are shown on the opposite page. The dominant species in each forest is dark·colored,
and the relative heights and abundances of all the species on a 20·by·20·meter plot of ground
are given. Although the gray birch dominates the canopy in its stand, it is being challenged
by red maple. There are no gray birches in the understory of the red maple stand, but there
are scattered young red maples. Beech appears to be invading the red maple stand. If the
two stands are indicative of successional patterns, then gray birch gives way to red maple.
Since the gray birch stand was originally colonized by both red maple and gray birch at

crowded stand a single-layer shell can
provide no more than one unit of leaf
area for each unit of ground area under
the tree.
At high intensities of sunlight the tree
should have leaves distributed through

about the same time some 35 years ago, the successional shift from gray birch to red maple

out its total branch volume, subject only

is brought about by the late competitive dominance of red maple rather than by invasion.

to the constraint that the interior leaves
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must receive enough light to balance

ducing lacy foliage at the tips of well

their own metabolic costs. Leaves need

lighted branches and at the tips of any

the ability to predict future lighting con

at least 2 percent of full sunlight to pay

interior branches that are sufficiently

ditions or a system of communication

optimal strategy would require either

for themselves metabolically. If the dis

lighted or that manufactured a local sur
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tribution of leaves is optimal, the total
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ones. I have no doubt that I shall even
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adjustment between dense and lacy foli

tually locate species of trees that make

under the tree severalfold even in a

age can be made by control of the shape

such an adjustment, but the few exam

dense stand. In the open, therefore, the

and lobing of the leaves, the length of

ples I have found so far are not convinc

monolayered tree with its lesser leaf area

the leaf stems and the spacing' of leaves

ing enough to warrant discussion. Hence
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along the twig. For leaves that are spi

I work currently with the assumption

ered tree. Conversely, deep shade may

rally arranged along the stem or are set

that a species of tree is characteristically

prevent the growth of a multilayered

in pairs at right angles, several of the

either monolayered or multilayered in its

tree because its heavily shaded interior

parameters must be adjusted concurrent

arrangement of leaves [see illustration

leaves do not pay for themselves and

ly, but for leaves that lie in the same

must draw their sustenance from the

plane along the stem, either opposite

peripheral leaves.

another leaf or alternating with other

A

monolayered tree produces dense

on page 96l.

An appropriate and convenient ex

pression of the distribution of leaves in

leaves, only the distance between leaves

a tree is the effective number of leaf lay

need be altered.

ers within the tree with respect to the

foliage at the tips of well-lighted

Why cannot a tree have an adaptive

branches. The developmental program

leafing strategy that is flexible, depend

To obtain it I measure with a light meter

for a multilayered tree consists in pro-

ing on the existing light conditions? An

the proportion of light that penetrates

leaf area at the periphery of the tree.
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HYPOTHETICAL PATTERN OF SUCCESSION has been derived

left to the beech stand at lower right. The solid-line arrows rep·

by the author from measurements of primary factors that deter·

resent successional changes that are consistent with the relative

mine succession in each stand. Dominant species in each stand are

age distributions of the species involved. Any of the intermediate

dark-colored; other species are light-colored. The capacity of the

stages, except red maple, can be bypassed. There is some evidence

soil to hold water increases from the bigtooth aspen stand at upper

that other changes, shown by broken.line arrows, can also occur.
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a single densely foliated branch at the
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outer edge of the tree and then the pro
portion of light that penetrates through
the densest part of the entire tree. From
these measurements

I calculate how

many outside branches it would take to
reduce the light to the amount that
comes through the tree as a whole. That
is done by determining how many times
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given by the ratio of the logarithms of
the two measured light intensities.
In the early successional stage the
number of branch layers is 4.3 for gray
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birch, 3.8 for bigtooth aspen, 3.8 for
white pine and 2.7 for sassafras. In the

1,500

intermediate successional stage the num

SWEET GUM 0

ber of branch layers is 2.7 for white ash,

2.6 for black gum, 2.7 for red maple, 2.2
for tulip, 2.7 for red oak and 2.7 for
hickory. In the late successional stage
the number of branch layers is 1.9 for
sugar maple, 1.5 for beech and 1.6 for
hemlock. From these numbers it is ob
vious that the early successional trees
tend to have more branch layers than
trees in later stages.
e now have a clue to understanding

Wat least part of the successional pat
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tern in the stands I have studied. Multi
layered trees are able to grow faster than
monolayered trees in the open environ

o

ment of early succession, but the shaded
understory of these multilayered trees is
less suitable for their own offspring than
it is for monolayered trees. When mono
layered trees eventually reach the cano
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py, their understory is well shaded, and

w

multilayered trees can live only in the

w

gaps left by the death of large trees.
Several other successional patterns
follow directly from differences in the
geometrical distribution of leaves. A tree
must disSipate the solar heat it absorbs.
The heat to be diSSipated (and hence the
water lost through evaporation) is spread
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over a greater leaf area in a multilayered
tree than it is in a monolayered one.
This means that the water loss per unit
of photosynthesis is lower for a multi
layered tree than it is for a monolayered
one. On well-drained soil where water is
scarce multilayered trees should there
fore be dominant. On moist soil, where
monolayered trees eventually come to
dominate the canopy by virtue of their
competitive advantage in the shaded
understory, wood productivity will fall
because the monolayered trees are less
productive than the multilayered trees
they displace. Moreover, the species most

oL-__________L-__________L-__________�__________��
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SUCCESSIONAL AGE (YEARS)
SUCCESSIONAL CHANGES IN PRODUCTIVITY are shown in these graphs, measured
hy indexes of the standing crop of wood

(top), the production of new wood (middle) and
(bottom)_ The successional age is given

ratio of the production of wood 1.0 standing crop

logarithmically. The hlack line in each graph connects plots of the trees on moist soils, from
gray birch through heech. The colored line connects the two stands that grow on drier
soils. The sweet gum stand, which grows on soil intermediate in moisture content, is plotted
by itself. Note that with increasing age production lirst increases and then decreases, except
for sweet gum, which maintains very high production in a young and densely stocked stand.
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adapted to shade should have an unbro

spring inchworm caterpillars defoliate

less often than they do the multilayered

ken peripheral layer of leaves and thus

a multilayered tree by eating one layer,

ones, but the evidence is insufficient to

should cast a shade so deep that not even

lowering themselves on silk threads to

demonstrate that the difference is eco

their own offspring can grow in it. We

the next layer and so on throughout the

logically significant.

can expect, then, that undisturbed for

tree. This behavior is less efficient on a

To sum up, interspecific differences in

ests in which monolayered trees domi

monolayered tree. If the inchworms try

the geometrical distribution of leaves are

nate the canopy will have little or no

to change their foraging position by low

at least partly responsible for the pattern

new growth and will be senile.

ering themselves, they find themselves

of succession, for the successional chang

Another potentially important differ

on the ground and then must proceed to

es in the age structure and productivity

ence between monolayered trees and

the base of the tree and up the trunk.

of trees and perhaps even for differential

multilayered trees is their susceptibility

I have the impression that inchworms

predation by some insects. Furthermore,

to attack by insects. I have often seen

defoliate the local monolayered trees

the number of branch layers is a measur-

DAWN REDWOOD

SUGAR MAPLE

SILVER MAPLE

DISTRIBUTION OF LEAVES in multilayered and monolayered

have similar branching patterns and a similar pattern of leaf at·

trees is depicted schematically in a slice through the middle of the

tachment. their total leaf distribution is quite different. The same

tree. Dawn redwood and silver maple are typical of multilayered

difference holds for the two superficially similar maples. In open

trees, with leaves scattered throughout the volume of the tree.

spaces, where the intensity of sunlight is high, the multilayered tree

Hemlock and sugar maple are virtually monolayered, with leaves

is competitively superior to monolayered tree, but in shaded under.

concentrated at the ends of branches. Although the two conifers

story of a forest monolayered tree has the competitive advantage.
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able criterion for predicting a tree's rate
of growth and its requirements for light
and water. I believe predictions based
on the number of branch layers could
be useful in evaluating new varieties of
trees for forests and gardens.
The hypothetical successional scheme
predicts that the most aggressive species
of monolayered
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tree will completely

eliminate its competitors if given enough
time and a favorable environment. In
reality many factors other than tolerance
of shade will determine the outcome of
competition for places in the canopy of
a forest. The effect of these additional
factors can be taken into account by em
pirically determining the probability of
whether a tree will be replaced by an
other of its kind or replaced by a tree of
another species. I have estimated the re
placement probability for each tree in

en
w
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w
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a stand, and from the matrix of these
probabilities I can calculate how many
trees of each species can be expected to
remain in the stand after any given in
terval [see illustration at right]. The
probabilities are estimated by counting
the number of saplings of each species
under a canopy tree. I then gratuitously
assume that every sapling under the can
ing that tree in the next generation of

r

the canopy.

MATRIX OF PROBABILITIES for the replacement of existing canopy trees in a forest by

opy tree has an equal chance of replac

NEXT GENERATION OF WHITE OAK = .02GB + .03SF +
.01BG + .1WO + .06RO + .03HI + .02RM + .01BE

trees of the same or other species is based on the assumption that every sapling under a

hen the probabilities for successive

Wgenerations

are calculated, even

tually a stationary distribution is reached
where the proportion of different species
in the canopy does not change. The
probability matrix can be weighted to
take into account the fact that species
differ in longevity and that the genera
tion span is not the same even for trees

canopy tree has an equal chance of replacing the tree. Each entry in a row is the percent of
the total number of saplings found under a canopy tree of the species listed. For example,
under the bigtooth aspen canopy tree

3 percent of the saplings are bigtooth aspens, 5 per·

cent are gray birch and so on. The figures in each row add up to 100 percent. A sample cal·
culation is given for the proportion of the forest that will be white oak in the next genera·
tion. The calculation shows that white oak will replace

2 percent of the gray birch, 3 per·

cent of the sassafras, 1 percent of the black gum and so on. The new composition of the for·
est can then be substituted in the equation, and the composition of the second generation of
canopy trees can be calculated. Repetition of the calculations leads to a stationary distribu·
tion in which the composition of the canopy remains unchanged in subsequent generations.

of the same species. When the actual
distribution of trees that form the cano
py of the beech forest-the oldest and
least disturbed stand in the woods I

of other interactions among plants, ani

studied-is compared with the predicted

mals and the physical setting. Such situ

form of the replacement matrix and the

distribution of trees, the prediction is

ations would call for more complex and

final distribution to which the process

surprisingly accurate [see illustration on

perhaps technically impossible measure

converges. When the longevities of dif

next page].

ment

of

replacement

ing biological reasons behind both the

probabilities.

ferent species of trees are taken into ac

A word of caution is in order. I was

Nonetheless, as long as the fate of a giv

count, the relative proportion of each

fortunate to have found forest stands

en spot in a forest is dependent only on

species in the successive stages changes,

that began with the invasion of open

its current occupant and a limited num

but- no new qualitative properties are

fields. Later species grew up in the shade

ber of neighbors, a theoretical represen

seen to emerge.

of the pioneering species, and the nu

tation of succession as a tree-by-tree re

When a forest that has reached a sta

merical abundance of saplings in the

placement process is at least reasonable

tionary state is disturbed, it takes longer

understory proved to be a reasonable

in principle.

for it to return to a stationary state if

predictor of a species' success in reach

The replacement process has several

the mst species to regenerate perpetu

ing the canopy. Other successions might

intriguing properties. First, it converges

ates itself rather than giving way to oth

be determined by a race among different

on the same final distribution of trees no

er species. Local self-replacement there

species to invade a new gap after a can

matter at which successional stage it be

fore slows down the achievement of a

opy tree has fallen, by biochemical inter

gins. This suggests that the convergence

stable stationary state. Moreover, if each

action among trees, by changes in the

is a statistical property rather than a bio

species' contribution to the next genera

climate or in the soil or by a multitude

logical one, although there are interest-

tion is made to be proportional to its
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TREES IN CANOPY (PERCENT)
PREDICTED DISTRIBUTION AND ACTUAL DISTRIBUTION of canopy trees in a for·
est are surprisingly close to each other. The prediction is the stationary distribution that
was calculated from the matrix of probabilities in the illustration on the preceding page and
the weighted longevities of each species. There are no hidden circularities because the
predicted composition and the actual one are based on completely different sets of data.

current abundance, then even small dis

area of uncut forest around them, should

turbances from the stationary stage may

result in a more rapid return to the sta

be self-augmenting. There might even

tionary stage than the cutting down of

be several stationary stages, depending

all the trees or even "high-grading": the

on which species colonize first.

removal of all commercially valuable

The model I have developed shows

trees.

that it is dangerous to assign a unique

The dynamic stability of succession

successional status to a species; and that

must decrease with time, almost by the

it is ridiculous to determine the succes

definition of succession. If a late succes

sional status of a plot solely by the spe

sional stage is disturbed, the regenera

cies of trees that are on it. The final stage

tion must pass through a long series of

of succession is really a mosaic of patch

changes before the late stage is regained.

es of varying successional age. Some

That is the exact opposite of the more

species that are characteristic of early

traditional view that the stationary state

stages of succession, such as the black

of a forest persists as a result of an in

gum, persist in the late stages, both in
the theoretical model and in reality. The

trinsic stability of the entire community

age structure of each species within a

turbations imposed on them by man or

stand and in several stands must also be

by natural catastrophes.

taken into account.
The effects of eliminating one tree
species or more from a forest can be cal

and that forests tend to resist the per

The

traditional argument of stability

has been invoked to justify the con

culated from the matrix of transition

servation and management of natural

probabilities. Although such calculations

areas. A more careful analysis shows that

are .!l0. substitute for real experiments,

a forest in a stationary state is in fact

they may be useful as an aid in deciding

more unstable than. a forest in an early

which experiments would be worth con

stage of succession. Where natural for

ducting. One could attempt to find out

ests in a stationary state are desirable,

how to speed or to slow certain succes

perhaps they should be protected not

sions. For example, the model indicates

only from disturbance but also from

that patch-cutting, the harvesting of lo

well-intentioned attempts at manage

cal groups of trees while leaving a large

ment.
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Arizona ......................................... Tucson
California ................................... Berkeley
Cannel
Fresno*
Hermosa Beach
Laguna Beach
Pahn Springs*
Palo Alto
San Diego*
San Francisco
Santa Ana
Santa Barbara
Westwood
Colorado.......................................Boulder
Connecticut ................................Hartford
New Hav en
District of Columbia........Washington, D.C.
Florida ....................................Gainesville
North Miami Beach
South Miami
Georgia .........................................Atlanta
Illinois .........................................Chicago
Indiana.................................Bloomington
Indianapolis*
Kentucky...................................Louisville*
Louisiana .............................New Orleans
Massachusetts.............................Amherst
Cambridge
Michigan ..................................Ann Arbor
Birmingham
Minnesota .............................Minneapolis
Missouri .................................Kansas City
Nevada .....................................Las Vegas*
New Jersey ................................Princeton
NewYork ...................................NewYork
Buffalo
Garden City
Huntington
Rochester*
Southampton
North Carolina ........................Chapel Hill
Charlotte
Ohio ............................. Cleveland Heights
Columbus
Dayton *
Toledo*
Oklahoma..........................Oklahoma City*
Oregon """''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
t
Pennsylvania............................All entown
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
State College*
Rhode Island ...........................Providence*
Tennessee ..................................Knoxville
Memphis
Texas ...................... . ......................Austin
Dallas
Utah ............................. . .....salt Lake City
Vermont .................................. Burlington
Virginia ....................................Richmond*
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Washington.................................... Seattle
Spokane*
Wisconsin....................................Madison
CANADA
Quebec .......................................Montreal
Ontario .........................................Toronto
EUROPE
Denmark ............................... Copenhagen
Germany .................................. ..Munich

If there is no store in your area, write
to Earth shoe, Dept .AY , 251 Park Ave
nue South, New York, New York 10010
and we will send you a brochure that
explains how to order the Earth® brand
shoe by mail.

*Opening

soon.

